


A History of Innovation and Trust
For almost 60 years the Coburn name has supplied optical labs with products and services that have 
literally invented the lab-production methods we use today.  With over 15,000 systems installed 
worldwide and more than 7,000 customers in 75 countries, you can count on Coburn Technologies 
for solid application support, field service, and a global distribution network to respond to questions 
and concerns.  Going forward Coburn is again reinventing lens processing systems that address the 
most critical future needs of your business and our precious natural resources.

 

Greater Profit for Our Customers
Coburn is passionate about the success of its customers. Our internal development resources have 
a renewed focus on innovating new optical lab products, establishing new global partnerships to 
introduce new technology, and acquiring new capabilities to deliver an expanded offering of higher 
quality products.  All of these efforts are aimed at improving the lens production in your lab, while 
making the lens creation process easier, faster and more affordable to provide you the tools you 
need to make greater profits in your lab.

 

Everything Labs Need
Whether it’s consumables and supplies, eco-friendly lens processing, building a digital lab, or servicing 
your equipment, Coburn Technologies will be there. We will continue to serve our customers globally 
with the best possible products, technologies, and services while providing uncompromising value 
and support. We’ve listened to our customers, and by working with them we will continue to reach 
new milestones.

Serving retail outlets, eyecare professionals and lens production labs,

Alex Incera, President  

In January 2011, Gerber Coburn became Coburn Technologies; the world’s leading 
US based manufacturer of complete lens making goods and services for the industry. 
Once again an independent company focused exclusively on the ophthalmic market. 
Built on the company founded in 1954, the Coburn commitment is to provide you with 
unmatched service and support for the equipment and supplies in your lab.

THE COBURN STORY...



THE COMPLETE PACKAGE

Coburn is the world leading US based manufacturer of complete ophthalmic 
lens processing systems which includes designing, manufacturing, and 
servicing the equipment and supplies used in all aspects ophthalmic 
production; from surfacing prescriptions, to coating and finishing lenses to 
fit into patient frames. This means all equipment and supplies are designed, 
tested and guaranteed to work together for optimum performance and 
available from one convenient source; Coburn.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Customers can count on solid application support, field service, specialized 
product groups, worldwide distribution and a dedicated support network 
to respond to their questions and concerns faster and with a greater depth 
of product knowledge. Coburn’s Technical Support routinely installs, trains, 
services and troubleshoots new and existing equipment installations, and is 
strategically located around the world to support customers faster no matter 
where they’re located.  Coburn is committed to your complete satisfaction.

MORE CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY

How can doing business with Coburn increase your bottom line? With 
access to experienced lens making specialists to assess exactly what your lab 
needs and the ability to bundle all of your equipment and supplies from one 
source.  Coburn not only saves you money every month, but with higher 
quality products and one of the fastest global support teams in the industry, 
we can increase your up-time in production, lower your supplies costs, 
reduce your breakage and create greater production efficiency.



 

   - 14-18 lbs / 0.3-0.4 Bar
 

COBURN 3’n’1
#8573100 - 3.25” - 7 petal (1 Step)
Provides rapid stock removal with uniform 
and dependable lens surface quality.

CRUSADER
#8569703 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8569783 - 83mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Delivers greater cutting energy for more 
consistent fining results lens to lens.

The Sapphire pad processes all lens materials including Polycarbonate,  
CR-39, Hi-Index and Mid-Index allowing you to reduce your pad 
inventory and simplify the fining process. 

FINING PADS

#332459 - 3” 7 PETAL (250 ROLL)

NEW

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online

FAST FINE GREY
#8015700 - 3” - 6 petal (1st Fine)
#8567200 - 3” - 7 petal (1st Fine)
#8104400 - 3” - 8 petal (1st Fine)
Versatile processing for plastic lenses. 

Silicon Carbide

YELLOW STRIPE 35
#8549400 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Consistent fining results lens to lens, 
reducing rejects, and lowering costs.

GREEN STRIPE 30 
#8548203 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8549500 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Consistent fining results lens to lens, 
reducing rejects, and lowering costs.

COBURN P500 BLUE 
#8568900 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8568983 - 83mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Unique processing system designed to 
meet the removal needs of poly lenses.



POLYFINE PLUS  (1st Fine)
#8567400 - 3” - 7 petal

Silicon Carbide

P280 ORIGINAL  (1st Fine)  
#8567600 - 3” - 7 petal

Silicon Carbide

Use as 1-STEP for processing CR or Hi-Index lens materials
Polycarbonate lens materials

 

NEW
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COBURN P800 BLUE 
#8568400 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8548300 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Economical pad that provides consistent 
finishes at a significant cost savings.

ORANGE STRIPE  (Dual Purpose)
#8549703 - 3” Tab - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8549700 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8549300 - 3” - 7 petal (2nd Fine)
More consistent fining results lens to lens.

BROWN P1000-SC  (Alternate)
#8567700 - 3” - 7 petal (2nd Fine)
#8094000 - 3” - 8 petal (2nd Fine)
More aggressive alternative for use in 
the Polyfine and Polyfine Plus polishing 
system above. 

Silicon Carbide

BROWN P1000-AO  (Dual Purpose)
#8568500 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8545400 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8567701 - 3” - 7 petal (2nd Fine)*
Versatile processing for plastic lenses. 

Aluminum Oxide 

#8568600 - 3” 7 PETAL (1 STEP) 250 ROLL
#8567800 - 3” 7 PETAL (2ND FINE) 500 ROLL

PURPLE STRIPE 11
#8549683 - 83mm - 7 petal (1 Step)
Designed for processing softer materials 
with less aggressive stock removal.

IQ PREPOLISH 
#8568700 - 3” - 7 petal (1 Step)
#8546300 - 80mm - 7 petal (1 Step)*
Made with carefully P-graded abrasive  
for ultimate quality and consistency.



YELLOW  (Polishing)
#8569400 - 3” - 7 petal (250 Roll)
This polishing pad material has been 
an industry standard for polishing 
polycarbonate for over a decade. 
“Yellow” utilizes a high density textile 
base and multi-step finishing process for 
precise pad thickness and stock removal.

ROCKET LITE  (Polishing)
#8006200 - 3” - 6 petal (200 Roll)
#8568100 - 3” - 7 petal (250 Roll)
High density carrier with a precision cut, 
rayon flocked fiber. Textile side is coated 
with a heavy mass of natural rubber, 
pressure sensitive adhesive for firm, 
temporary positioning.

ULTRA  (Polishing)
#8568300 - 3”        - 7 petal (250 Roll)
#8569200 - 80mm - 7 petal (250 Roll)
Ultra polishing pads take the best features 
of today’s proven pads and combines 
them for the best possible performance.
Ultra’s thicker carrier provides more 
uniformity than other pads. 

#282349 - 3”        - 7 petal (250 Roll)
#282359 - 80mm - 7 petal (250 Roll)
High density, thick carrier, with precision 
cut, rayon flocked fibers; and a natural 
rubber, pressure sensitive adhesive. Can 
be used for extended polishing times for 
all plastic materials.

#8568000 - 3”        - 7 petal (250 Roll)
#8546500 - 80mm - 7 petal (250 Roll)
Provides a high luster finish on poly-
carbonate, hard resin, and hi-index 
materials with less fiber erosion than 
other pads. Designed to withstand 
extended polishing cycle times.

ROCKET-BLU  (Polishing)
#8568200 - 3” - 7 petal (250 Roll)
High quality lens processing pads 
designed for ease of handling while 
producing a high luster polish. Fabricated 
from selected rayon fibers on a special 
backing material and a rubber base, 
pressure sensitive adhesive.

POLISHING PADS

NEW

“The A-MAZEN HD pad has really improved the quality of our 
finished product. I feel the dimpled effect on the pad allows it to 
hold more polish, leading to an improved final product. The clarity 
improvement is visible to the naked eye.”

 - Lead Tech VISN Optical Lab

A-MAZEN HD - ALL MATERIAL

The unique dimples give you a superior finish by allowing the polish 
to stay on the lens where the work is being done. A-MAZEN material
is environmentally friendly and coated with a low-tack natural rubber 
pressure sensitive adhesive with residue free removal.

#312739 - 3” PULL TAB, 7 PETAL (250 ROLL)

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online



#3022000
Designed for long-lasting curve accuracy 
with an extended curve range of -7 

diopters of cylinder. The rigidity of the 
XRL design minimizes flexing so that 
curves remain true. 

SG PLASTIC LAP SERIES
#3024002 - 2 base (Orange)
#3024006 - 6 base (Turquoise)
#3024010 - 10 base (Gray)
A proven semi-finished plastic lap series 
to support lap cutting on SGX Surface 
Generators

LAPS & TOOLS

    and contamination of polish

  fit and less tool slippage

HYPERFLEX ENDURO - DIGITAL TOOLS

Longest lasting, best performing soft tools for CCP Series of 
polishers. Lowest possible cost per lens in polishing tools with 
reduced breakage caused by tool failure, slippage and drop off. Uses 
innovative HyperFlex design and the latest in tool material technology 
to provide highly accurate, long-lasting digital polishing.

#332512 -   75 CURVE  (BLUE)
#332522 - 150 CURVE  (RED)
#332532 - 600 CURVE  (GREY)

LAUNCHPAD  DIGITAL PROCESS
(Additional Details Online)
An innovative free-form processing 
technology that allows for free-form 
polishing on Coburn’s Acuity and CMX 
cylinder machines eliminating the need 
for larger digital polishing machinery. 

#332412 -   75 curve (BLUE)
#332422 - 150 curve (RED)
#332432 - 600 curve (GREY)

Uses innovative HyperFlex design for high-
ly accurate, long-lasting digital polishing.
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LAP ADAPTORS
#321433 - Regular
#321443 - Hi-diopter
Reusable and robust adaptors that attach 
to LapMaster X-Cut foam laps in order to 
use them in Coburn dry-cut generators 
and fining/polishing machines. 

#129184 - Regular (490 per box)
#151124 - Hi-diopter (200 per box)
Dense foam lap tools that can be 
processed on Dry-Cut generators for one 
time use. A convenient and economical 
alternative when tools are unavailable. 

NEW

NEW



SUPER PLASTI-SHEEN® VAL-U-PLUS
#1130570 - 1 Gallon
#1130580 - 5 Gallon
Rapid stock removal rate and economical. 
Stock removal of 70 mg per minute.

HA-1  Plastic  Polish
#HA170 - 1 Gallon
#HA180 - 5 Gallon
Removal rates are maximized while 
surface roughness is minimized.

V-2100  Plastic  Polish
#V210070 - 1 Gallon
#V210080 - 5 Gallon
Similar to HA-1 with a less aggressive 

PLASTI-SHEEN® PST 1.3 Polish
#1125370 - 1 Gallon
#1125380 - 5 Gallon
Uses  Permanent Suspension Technology 
providing 100% continuous particle 
suspension for higher luster in less time.

 714 Y Polish
#1125970 - 1 Gallon
#1125980 - 5 Gallon
Builds on the popular Americal 763 with 
exceptional stock removal and quality.

PATRIOT 735 Polish
#1125570 - 1 Gallon
#1125580 - 5 Gallon
A cost-effective choice for labs processing 
a mixture of poly, CR, and hi-index lenses.

POLISH & CHEMICALS

DIGI-SHEEN PRO - DIGITAL POLISH

For use in both Digital and Conventional polishers! 
Get better results and excellent surface finish on all lenses requiring 
back side hard coat and / or an anti-reflection application  with this 
low-viscosity formulation with excellent suspension. Non-corrosive 
formula for lower impact on equipment. Ideal for use with most 
digital soft-tool laps.

#1125390 - 1 GALLON
#1125391 - 5 GALLON

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online

NEW



#163782 - 8 oz.
#186572 - 16 oz. 
Highly effective foam control product 
specifically suited for use with FreeWash 
additive to minimize foaming. 

#46260 - 1 Quart
#46270 - 1 Gallon
Highly effective foam control product 
specifically suited for fining and polishing 
slurries. Just spray on or add a few drops 
to the slurries and the foam disappears.

LENS GRINDING COOLANT
#8019370 - 1 Gallon
General purpose water-based concentrate 
for generating and edging. Keeps wheels 
freer and cooler during cutting. 

#318401 - 1.3 Kg (2.86 lbs.)
Slurries of this formula will provide rapid 
stock removal and very good surface 
finish on all types of lens materials. 

FREEWASH Additive
#162522 - 16 oz.
#173811 - 64 oz. (1/2 Gallon)
Assists in the removal of wax or thermo-
plastic blocking compound, polishing 
residue and markings. 

DRYWASH Additive
#229279 - 1 Pint
#229269 - 1 Gallon
DryWash Additive is a time-tested pre-

the lens after the wash cycle.
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COBURN SATINAL® 774 POLISH

774 Polish offers a formulation with a unique mix of antifoam, 
suspension agents and other additives unlike any product chemistry 
on the market today. 774 minimizes surface roughness while 
maximizing material removal. Suitable for all materials and for A/R 
and hard coated lenses.

#276311 - 1 GALLON
#276321 - 5 GALLON



#C356 - 1 Quart
#C357 - 1 Gallon
Color neutralizing formula, faster than 
conventional neutralizers, designed 
specifically for CR-39 lenses.

NEUTRALIZER WB-II
#C352 - 8 oz.  (makes 1 Quart)
Concentrated Water Based Neutralizer 
designed to remove color from poly-
carbonate, high index, and plastic lenses 
safely and effectively.

#C570 - 0.5 oz. Pen
Acetone free, polycarbonate safe, ink 
removing formula for removing markings 
on all types of lenses.

UVAR LENS COATING
#21-1001  (4 oz.)
Fast curing, non-tintable, durable coating 
features excellent adhesion, low viscosity, 
great coating stability and a special bond-
ing chemical formulation and unique UV/
thermal hybrid chemistry. 

#C350 - UV with Scratch Resistance
Super concentrated paste formula 
for making CR-39 lenses capable of 
absorbing UV radiation up to 400 nm.

        and scratch resistance processes

HEAT TRANSFER FLUID
#C332 - 1 Quart
#C333 - 1 Gallon
Provides uniform heat throughout your 
dye heating system, to maintain more 
consistent dye colors, better shades, and 
faster absorption time. 

COATING & TINTS

 

UV-MAX  LENS COATING

Fast curing, durable coating features excellent adhesion, low viscosity, 
great coating stability and a special bonding chemical formulation 
and unique UV/thermal hybrid chemistry. Optimized with HCLT 

adhesion, abrasion and yields and tintability.

#21-1016  (4 OZ.) 

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online
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  hi-index, and  polycarbonate lenses
 

PREMIUM TINTS AND DYES

Formulated to provide the most consistent, uniform colors in the 
least amount of time and with excellent resistance to fading. Choose 
from a wide variety of colors to tint virtually every pair of sunglass 
and prescription lenses to customer satisfaction. 

NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH COBURN
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OPTISAFE® LENS DYE - 250 SERIES

solution. Entire pouch goes unopened into hot water. No 
shaking, spilling, and rinsing of bottles. Extended shelf life 
of over 5 years with a tank life of 70-400 hrs. depending 
on individual dye color and water.

C250-01 NO RED BLACK 
C250-02 BLACK
C250-03 NO RED GREY
C250-04 G-15
C250-05 AUTUMN BROWN
C250-07 BROWN
C250-09 CHOCOLATE BROWN
C250-42 SOFT PINK
C250-43 ROSETONE
C250-45 ORANGE
C250-47 RED
C250-50 BLUE
C250-61 YELLOW
C250-70 GREEN
C250-71 DARK GREEN
C250-80 LAVENDER
C250-94 BLUE-BLOCKER 500

OVER 100
Contact Coburn for complete list

Each 3 ounce bottle of liquid concentrate makes one 

of the tints makes them more stable and reduces tinting 
time. The tint molecules bond to the lens and become 
part of the lens structure.

21500 AUTUMN BROWN
31000 GRAY
31100 BROWN
31200 GREEN
31300 BLUE
31400 PINK
31500 YELLOW
31600 VIOLET
31700 ORANGE
34000 SUN GRAY
34100 SUN BROWN
34200 SUN GREEN
34300 SWISS CHOCOLATE
44902 RODENSTOCK ROSE
46300 BLACK
46304 JET BLACK
49900 G-15

OVER 180
Contact Coburn for complete list

NEW



VENTURE 451 CLEAR TAPE 
#8215900
An economical clear tape, which exhibits 
strong adhesion to a variety of lens 
materials and surfaces.

#316483 - 1 Gallon/14 Slabs
Reusable, biodegradable, alloy and wax-
free, it can be used for all conventional 

Bond eliminates the harmful effects of 
alloy and eliminate EPA issues.

SAFEGUARD PLUS™ BLOCKING TAPE
#8215002
Strong adhesion to all of lens materials 
without wrinkling. Allows for easy de-
blocking, high curve conformance, 
abrasion resistance, consistent color, 
and exceptional thermal protection. 

COMPOUNDS & TAPES

FREEBONDTM BLOCKING COMPOUND

Proprietary, thermoplastic material eliminates alloy use, reclaim, 
and waste management. Formulated to remove health hazards and 
environmental risks in surface blocking. FreeBond’s low melting, 
blocking temperature, and density results in cooler lens processing 
and fewer aberrations. 

#164322 - 1 GALLON/4 SLABS
#164342 - 4 GALLONS/16 SLABS

 II TAPE
#8050300 - Stronger Adhesion
#8478700 - Standard Adhesion
Highly conformable blocking tape that 
resists adhesive transfer upon removal. 
Linerless tape, making it easy to apply 
and eliminating the mess of liner paper. 

NU-CLEAR BLOCKING TAPE
#8216900
Ideal for use with all non-alloy blocking 
compounds or materials. Allows for easy 
de-blocking, and thermal protection. 
Linerless tape, making it easy to apply  
and eliminating the mess of liner paper. 

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online

 CLEAR TAPE
#290001
Clear protective tape ideal for non-alloy 
wax blocking. Linerless tape, making it 
easy to apply and eliminating the mess  
of liner paper. 



#264151 - Vacuum Unit (115v / 60Hz)
#264201 - Vacuum Bag  (10 pack)
#226251 - Pre-filter Cartridge
The compact Velocity Vacuum and 
cabinet are offered specifically for desktop 
generators like the Coburn SGX series.

BLOCK RACK
#172901 - for Std Pin Blocks
#239039 - for AcuBlock Blocks
Double tray rack  holds up to 60 blocks 
on each level. Durable plastic trays 
contain drainage holes for fast block 
drying and angled for gravity feed. 

#204481 - 11 Flute Cutter
#248511 - 9 Flute Cutter
#157072 - 3 Flute Cutter
Cutters for SGX Series Surface Generators 
made with durable carbide milling balls 
for maximum performance, cutting 
capacity and long life.

#1126200 - PCD Cutter (IQ, SL2, CTL65)
#263962   - PCD Cutter (DTL, CTL, DS)
#278852   - SCD Cutter (DTL, CTL)
#330231   - SCD Cutter (DS)
Single point diamond cutters for use 
in Coburn lathe generators to process 
polycarbonate, CR and hi-index lenses  
with extremely smooth surface finish.

PLASTIC JOB TRAYS
SIZE: 6 ¼” x 10 3/8” x 1 ¼” 
Durable job trays molded from high 
impact plastic. The multiple contrasting 
colors and easy-to-adjust partitions for
easy sorting, classification, and quick 
identification of prescriptions. 

SIZE: 8 5/8” x 10 ¼” x 3”
Coburn’s automation ready, stackable 
job trays support both automated lens 
handling in surfacing and finishing.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
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Coburn Service Technicians are available to assist with all of your technical 
needs including finding the parts you need and providing on-site servicing 
when required. 

 

Coburn has thousands of spare parts available spanning most of our 
company’s 60 year history of providing lens processing equipment 
including Coburn Optical, Gerber Coburn and Essilor components. 
To search our most popular spare parts inventory, visit our online 
store at www.shopcoburn.com.



COBURN HYDRO ELITE PADS

#301231 - 500 Roll
3M has developed a special Anti-Slip Disc 
to work in conjunction with 3M Leap III 
finish blocking pads for AR lenses. 

SECUREDGE™ PLUS
#300921 - 2000 roll (24mm Round)
#300931 - 1000 roll (18mm Round)
#301221 - 2000 roll (20x30mm Oval)
Specifically designed for super hydro-
phobic AR lenses. These blocking pads
offer reinforced material with exceptional 
resistance to rotational forces. 

#301241 - 2000 Roll
These 35 mm round discs are designed 
to protect lenses from scratching on the 
front and backside surfaces of the lenses. 

These finish blocking pads are available in a variety of shapes and 
sizes and offer outstanding torque resistance to eliminate axis 
problems during edging. These pads offer superior adhesion to all 
lens materials and hold firmly while blocking and edging. Pads are 
removed cleanly leaving no adhesive residue on blocks or lenses.

EDGING PADS

For our complete line of lens making supplies and products call or visit online

 III PADS
#8050100 - 2000 roll (24mm Square)
#8050195 - 2000 roll (24mm Round)
#301411   - 1000 roll (18mm Round)
#301421   - 1000 roll (18x28mm Oval)
A benchmark for quality lens edging pads 
3M Leap III pads provide an adhesive 
strength that reduces slippage, keeping 
lenses firmly in place.

COBURN VALUE PADS
#270641 - 2000 roll (24mm Square)
#270651 - 2000 roll (24mm Round)
#270621 - 1000 roll (18mm Round)
#270631 - 1000 roll (20x25mm Vario)
#271301 - 250 roll   (14x18mm Semi)
An economical pad line available in a 
variety of shapes and sizes and offer great 
torque resistance.

#333151 - 1000 roll (24mm Round)
#333221 - 1000 roll (22mm Round)
#333201 - 1000 roll (18mm Round)
#333161 - 1000 roll (18x29mm Half)
Outstanding adhesion to all lens 
materials. Pads are removed cleanly 
leaving no adhesive residue on blocks  
or lenses.

NEW

NEW



#P-HZ-WTB06
High performing pump and bucket 
assembly for operating lens edgers 
without a direct water connection. 

EDGING WHEELS
Specifically designed and tested to meet 
your requirements while producing the 
highest quality edges.

Specifically designed and tested to meet 
your requirements while producing the 
best possible finishing modifications.

Excelon Edgers

Essilor Kappa Edgers

(Additional Details Online)
Coburn provides a full line of finishing 
blocks/chucks/adapters for use in variety 

        Essilor, Huvitz and Semi-Tech

FINISHING ACCESSORIES
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Members of our Customer Support Team are available to help with your order, 
aid in returning a part, track an order, or answer any questions pertaining to 
the exact supplies you are looking for.

 

SHOP COMPLETE CATALOG ONLINE
Coburn has hundreds of lens making supplies and materials for all 
areas of the lens surfacing and finishing process.  For 60 years the 
Coburn name has been associated with quality consumables you can 
count on. To search our complete catalog, visit our online store at 
www.shopcoburn.com.



Coburn Technologies, Inc.
55 Gerber Road, South Windsor, CT 06074 

    800 843 1479         +31 318 530 130   

COMPOUNDS & TAPES

SURFACING CUTTERS & LAPS

COATINGS & TINTS

PADS & POLISH

FINISHING ACCESSORIES
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COMPOUNDS & TAPES

SURFACING CUTTERS & LAPS


